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worth of data, and we could do retrospective studies and post
hoc analyses. But until that body of numbers and data exists,
everything we are doing is prospective—it’s hit or miss. If we
need a certain idea about an outcome of treatment—and it’s
never been quantified in the past—that makes it difficult,
based on the numbers you need for the experiment, to make
a case for any change clinically.”

Geil agrees that when we compare the body of literature
in prosthetics and orthotics to similar bodies of literature
elsewhere in allied health and in disciplines such as biome-
chanics, it’s certainly lacking. “There is almost a youthful
naiveté,” Geil reflects. “What we know is far less mature than
what is known in other similar fields.”

“That’s good and bad. We don’t know as much as we wish
we did, but it also opens the door for a lot of research ques-
tions that have yet to be answered, and therefore a lot of
opportunities to improve the quality of patient care.”

“Generally speaking, we are lacking knowledge of some
fundamental issues,” he says. “We still don’t have an ade-
quate biomechanical model of a prosthetic foot. We’re out
there designing and producing them for amputees, based on
a lot of pretty bold assumptions about knowledge that we’ve
never quantified. What are amputees’ specific goals for walk-

ing with a prosthesis? That’s something that we could design
for—if we knew what it was. 

“We’ve never quite understood issues relating to metabol-
ic energy use for amputees engaged in various activities,”
Geil continues. “And the list could go on.”

Georgia Tech has taken the first step to help address the
lack of O&P research by implementing its landmark masters
program. The program includes teaching how to do
research—how to formulate a hypothesis, how to read and
understand a manuscript, and how to write their own—and
then actually do it. “You can take a research methods course,
but until you’re actually in the lab collecting data, it doesn’t
have a lot of real-world meaning,” Geil points out. “Our stu-
dents in their first semester have already conducted their own
instrumented gait analysis, based on their own research idea
from start to finish—from calibration of the cameras all the
way through processing of the data. We’re making sure they
have those skills, so that when they become practitioners and
they have an idea or question about a certain device or treat-
ment, they have the knowledge to get answers to those ques-
tions.”

At least for the present, in a world where few answers
exist in the sparse O&P archives, the solution would seem to
lie in equipping practitioners with skills sufficient to answer
their own questions.

Geil agrees. “We’re also teaching quantification as a part
of clinical practice. We’ve got a lot of CAD/CAM systems—
maybe it’s important to document the volume of residual
limb or the shape of the planar surface of the foot routinely
with every patient you see, whether you’re going to treat
them that way or not. If those numbers start to accumulate
over time, then we can answer questions that we didn’t know
existed when we were accumulating those numbers.”

Judith Otto is a freelance writer based in Holly Springs, Mississippi.

Editor’s note: The current state of O&P research is a many-
faceted subject. Upcoming articles will present more views and 
possible solutions from leaders in the field. One thing we all know
for sure: today’s research will impact tomorrow’s practice.
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HIPAA Deadline Looms

There’s just about six weeks lef t to get ready for the

HIPAA Privacy Rule compliance deadline, April 14! In

case you missed them on “Hot Off the Press”

(www.oandp.com), two “online exclusives”  available

in the March issue online, www.oandp.com/edge:

“HIPAA Privacy Rule: Why Comply?” and “HIPAA:

Are You Ready?”


